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Markets in brief 

 Brexit deal talks entered a stalemate phase. British pound traded under pressure on 
speculations that a deal might not be reached this week as markets were expecting. 
Major economic data to watch this week: Jobs on Tuesday, Inflation on Wednesday, 
Retail Sales on Friday.  

 Japanese yen continued to gain support from its safe-haven appeal, especially after 
the U.S said that it would add a provision for currency manipulation in future trade 
deals with any country, including Japan.  

 Australian dollar steadied after jumping 0.9% against USD last week. Investors turned 
cautious before Chinese GDP data on Friday, wondering if the U.S.-Sino trade war 
weighed on growth. Also, the markets will be waiting to see if the U.S. will announce 
China a currency manipulator. Domestically, the main events in focus for this week 
are: RBA policy meeting minutes tomorrow at 3:30 LT, Jobs data on Thursday. 

 U.S. dollar traded firm as investors awaited FOMC meeting minutes on Wednesday. 
For today, Retail Sales will be under watch. 

 Oil prices rose on increased geo-political tensions. However, a weak demand outlook 
remained a major drag. 

 Asian markets started the week under pressure as global economic concerns 
continued to weigh on market sentiment. 

 U.S. stocks recovered on Friday after a heavy 2-day sell-off. Markets calmed down as 
investors awaited Q3 earnings results to better assess how the economy. 

 Most Gulf stock markets ended lower on Sunday. Saudi index plunged as much as 
7% before closing down at 3.51%. It was its worst intraday decline since Dec 2014. 

Brexit negotiations stalled 

The weekend of intense Brexit talks — including a surprise trip by U.K. Brexit Secretary 
Dominic Raab to Brussels — failed to break the deadlock. A key meeting of EU 
governments scheduled for today was canceled and negotiations have been paused. 
The weekend was meant to be a chance to crack the Irish border issue so leaders could 
declare progress at a summit on Wednesday. 

Global finance chiefs showed increased concerns 

Global finance chiefs wrapped up their meetings in Bali with the message that trade 
tensions are already denting growth and need to be fixed. China is preparing for the 
worst in its tariff dispute with the U.S., PBOC Governor Yi Gang said. IMF chief Christine 
Lagarde expects more market volatility ahead, while the ECB's Mario Draghi noted the 
biggest threat to the global economy is a jump in interest rates sparked by financial 
instability, inflation shocks or geopolitics. 

Trump attacked China again 

Trump threatened to impose another round of tariffs on China, but said he isn't seeking 
to push its economy into a depression. Speaking in a “60 Minutes” interview, the 
president compared Chinese stock-market losses since the tariffs first launched to those 
in 1929 and asserted that Beijing's meddling in U.S. politics is a "bigger problem" than 
Russian involvement in the 2016 election. 

Merkel’s political headaches persisted 

Angela Merkel's Bavarian allies, the ruling Christian Social Union, lost their absolute 
majority in regional elections, signaling a voter backlash against long-ruling parties that's 
also likely to have fallout in the German chancellor's government. Merkel's seven-month 
old government has already been hampered by infighting. 
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 TIME (LT) EVENT FCAST PRIOR 

USD 15:30 US Retail Sales MoM 0.70% 0.10% 

USD 15:30 US Core Retail Sales MoM 0.40% 0.30% 

USD 17:00 US Business Inventories MoM 0.50% 0.60% 

CAD 17:30 BoC Business Outlook Survey   

In focus today  

 

 

 

 

 

Tuesday: RBA Policy Meeting Minutes, NZ CPI QoQ, China CPI, PPI, 
UK Jobs Report, Eurozone Trade Balance, ZEW Economic Sentiment 

for Eurozone and Germany 

Wednesday: UK CPI, RPI, PPI, Canada Manufacturing Sales, US 
Building Permits and Housing Starts, EIA Weekly Report, FOMC 

Meeting Minutes 

Thursday: Japan Trade Balance, AU Jobs Report, BoJ Kuroda speaks, 
UK Retail Sales, EU Economic Summit, US Philly Manufacturing Index, 

US Initial Jobless Claims 

Friday: China GDP QoQ, YoY, Fixed Asset Investment, Industrial 
Production, NBS Press Conference, BoJ Kuroda speaks, Eurozone 
Current Account, UK Public Sector Borrowing, Canada Inflation, Retail 

Sales, US Existing Home Sales, BoE Gov Carney speaks 

The US dollar firmed against the pound and euro on Monday as 
British efforts to secure a Brexit deal ahead of a key EU summit 
kept global investors’ preference to safe haven currencies. The 
dollar index .DXY, a gauge of its value against six major peers, was 
up 0.12% at 95.335. The pound fell after a weekend of intense 
Brexit talks failed to break the deadlock between the UK and the 
EU, paring odds of a deal that some investors hoped could be 
announced as early as this week. The problem of Britain’s land 
border with Ireland has thwarted a drive to clinch a Brexit deal, as 
negotiators over the weekend admitted defeat after marathon talks 
and pressed pause for the coming days. The euro traded around 
0.1% lower at 1.1552 on Monday, while the sterling lost 0.21% to 
1.3126 after hitting an October high of 1.3258 on Friday. Pound fell 
as much as 0.5% to 1.3082, its lowest since Oct. 9. A meeting of EU 
governments scheduled for Monday has been canceled, several 
diplomats said, and there will be no more negotiations before UK 
PM May’s scheduled meeting with EU counterparts Wednesday. If 
the process were to fall apart, leaders have until a planned 
December gathering to decide what to do. The pound is also under 
pressure after former British foreign minister Boris Johnson’s 
comments in a newspaper column on Sunday that Britain must 
stand up to bullies in the EU and press for a “super Canada” deal.  

The Japanese yen strengthened on higher safe-haven demand. 
The yen rose in the last six out of seven trading sessions versus the 
dollar, as a global risk-off sentiment kept a safe haven bid active on 
the Japanese currency. US Treasury Sec. Steven Mnuchin said on 
Saturday that Washington wants to include a provision to deter 
currency manipulation in future trade deals, including with Japan, 
based on the currency chapter in the new deal to revamp NAFTA. 
The remark drew concern in Japan, where local media ran front-
page stories questioning whether this would give Washington the 
right to label as currency manipulation any future foreign exchange 
market interventions by Tokyo to keep sharp yen rises in check. 

The Australian dollar steadied near the $0.71 level, after 
closing last week up 0.9%, its first weekly advance since the 
period ended Sept. 21. It hit a 2-year low of 0.7039 on October 5. 
However, the Aussie can continue to climb this week if September 
employment growth beats consensus estimate. Nevertheless, 
traders would remain highly cautious ahead of Chinese GDP data 
on Friday, as leading indicators suggested that growth slowed at an 
annual pace of 6.5% in Q3 from 6.7% in Q2. If US Treasury 
department labels China a currency manipulator, it would raise 
trade tensions and consequently undermine the Aussie. 

Oil rose as geopolitical tensions over the disappearance of a 
prominent Saudi journalist stoked worries about supply, 
although concerns about the long-term outlook for demand 
dragged on prices. Crude markets were also supported in the 
wake of data that showed South Korea did not import any oil from 
Iran in September for the first time in six years, before U.S. 
sanctions against the country take effect in November. 
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Asian shares slipped on Monday as worries over Sino-US trade 
disputes, a possible slowdown in the Chinese economy and 
higher US borrowing costs tempered optimism despite a 
rebound in global equities late last week. MSCI's broadest index 
of Asia-Pacific shares outside Japan fell 1% while Shanghai shares 
were down 0.4% in early trade. Japan's Nikkei dropped 1.85%, with 
carmaker shares hitting 13-month lows after Washington said it 
would seek a provision about currency manipulation in future trade 
deals with Japan. MSCI's broadest gauge of the world's stock 
markets was off 0.25% after a sizable 3.87% decline last week - its 
biggest since March - to a one-year nadir.  

The US stocks recovered on Friday after heavy 2-day slump. 
The US benchmark S&P 500 stock index snapped a 6-day 
losing streak as technology stocks recovered after a week of 
losses, with investors looking for bargains ahead of the third 
quarter earnings reporting season. Even the hard-hit S&P500 
energy and financial sectors managed to close the session with 
slight gains after a late afternoon rally. The S&P technology index 
gained 3.2% on the day, showing its strongest one-day gain since 
March 26, although it still registered its biggest weekly drop since 
March 23. But until the US and China reach a trade deal, the 
rebound in the stock market could be vulnerable as investors are 
anxious about the impact of tariffs on corporate profits. The 
technology sector’s biggest boosts were Apple, and Microsoft which 
rose more than 3.0%. Visa and Mastercard both climbed almost 
5.0%, boosted by strong credit card sales included in bank earnings 
reports, according to Oakbook’s Sampson. The S&P500’s financial 
sector ended the day up 0.1% and the S&P 500 banks subsector 
closed down 0.4%, well above its session low. The biggest drag on 
the subsector was JPMorgan Chase & Co, which closed down 1.0% 
despite reporting a quarterly profit that beat expectations. PNC 
Financial led the % age losers among bank stocks, with a 5.6% 
drop The three gainers among banks included Citigroup, which rose 
2.0%, and Wells Fargo, which eked out a 1.3% gain after upbeat 
results. Netflix and Amazon, some of the names that took a big hits 
in the week’s selloff, rose 5.7% and 4.0% respectively. The bank 
results launch a quarterly reporting season that will give the clearest 
picture yet of the impact on profits from President Donald Trump’s 
trade war with China. Energy stocks ended the day up 0.3% as oil 
prices steadied to settle up slightly after a volatile session dropped 
on a weakening oil demand outlook. The consumer discretionary 
and communication services sectors, both rose more than 2.0%. 

Most Gulf stock markets were dragged lower on Sunday, with 
Dubai falling 1.5%. Saudi index plunged as much as 7% as 
investors worried about deteriorating relations with the 
international community after the disappearance of Saudi 
journalist Jamal Khashoggi. The index suffered its biggest 
intraday decline since Dec 2014, when oil prices were crashing. By 
the close, the market had recovered some of its losses, ending 
down 3.5%. Saudi Arabia’s stock market is due to be reclassified by 
MSCI as an emerging market next year. 

Major Company News 

 Sears Holdings Corp filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy on Monday, 
throwing into doubt the future of the century-old retailer that once 
dominated U.S. malls but has withered in the age of internet shopping. 

 SoftBank Group Corp saw its shares drop on Monday as fallout from 
the disappearance of a Saudi journalist spread to the Japanese 
conglomerate, whose nearly $100 billion Vision Fund is almost half 
financed by Saudi Arabia. 

 The former chairman of China Huarong Asset Management Co Ltd, 
Lai Xiaomin, has been expelled from the Communist Party and will be 
prosecuted for suspected corruption, China's top anti-graft agency said 
on Monday. 

 Saudi Arabia, which provided much of the funding for the SoftBank 
Vision Fund, is seeing a growing number of attendees pull out of the 
"Davos in the Desert" investment conference after the disappearance 
of a prominent Saudi journalist.  

 JP Morgan & Chase Co Chief Executive Jamie Dimon and Ford Motor 
Co Chairman Bill Ford canceled plans to attend a Saudi investor 
conference, the companies said on Sunday, the latest such high-
profile announcements. 

 Apple Inc has acquired music analytics start-up Asaii, Axios reported 
on Sunday, citing sources, in a bid to strengthen content 
recommendations to its music users. Apple's deal to buy Asaii was 
worth less than $100 million, Axios reported, citing a source. 
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Brexit talks on ice as stalemate throws deadline into doubt 

(Bloomberg) The UK and the EU are on course to miss this 
week’s key milestone on the road to a Brexit deal after talks 
broke up in stalemate on Sunday, people familiar with the 
matter said. A weekend of intense negotiations -- including a 
surprise dash by Brexit Secretary Dominic Raab to meet his EU 
counterpart Michel Barnier in Brussels -- failed to break the 
deadlock. There will be no further attempt to resolve the 
impasse before EU leaders gather in the Belgian capital on 
Wednesday for the summit they’d hoped to use to finalize the 
divorce. Officials on both sides have now all-but given up on a 
breakthrough this week, and are increasingly concerned that 
time is running out to get an agreement before the UK’s exit in 
March, the people said, speaking on condition of anonymity 
because the talks are confidential. “Despite intense efforts, 
some key issues are still open,” Barnier said on Twitter after his 
hour-long meeting with Raab. For his part, the Brexit secretary 
left Brussels and traveled back to London without making any 
comment. The weekend was meant to be a chance to crack the 
thorniest issue in talks -- what to do with the Irish border -- so 
that leaders meeting for a summit on Wednesday could declare 
progress and signal that a final deal could be signed in mid-
November. That timetable -- which markets have started to 
price in -- has been thrown off and there’s likely to be more talk 
of how to prepare for a chaotic and acrimonious no-deal split. 

Italian cabinet due to approve budget as EU, markets fret 

(Reuters) The Italian cabinet is due to meet on Monday to 
approve a 2019 budget which envisages a jump in the deficit 
that has upset financial markets and drawn criticism from the 
European Commission and other international bodies. The 
government, backed by the right-wing League and the anti-
establishment 5-Star Movement, has already issued the 
financial framework for the budget, raising the target for next 
year's deficit to 2.4% of GDP. That is comfortably below the 
EU's 3% ceiling, but up sharply from a targeted 1.8% this year, 
flouting EU rules which call on highly-debt countries like Italy to 
narrow the deficit steadily toward a balanced budget. The 
reaction from Brussels has been fierce, with EU commissioners 
threatening to reject the package before even formally 
receiving it, and triggering a war of words with the ruling parties 
in Rome. The Commission says the budget will push up Italy's 
public debt which already amounts to 131% of GDP, 
proportionately the highest in the euro zone after Greece's, 
rejecting Rome's argument that the expansionary package can 
lower debt by boosting economic growth. 

Mnuchin says he's not worried China unload Treasuries 

(Bloomberg) Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin isn’t worried 
that China would use its $1.2 trillion pile of Treasuries holdings 
as a bargaining chip for a better trade deal. “I am not losing any 
sleep over this issue. The Treasuries market is very liquid, this 
has never come up in any of our discussions whatsoever,” 
Mnuchin told reporters during a briefing on Saturday in Bali, 
Indonesia, where he’s attending the annual International 
Monetary Fund meetings. “We have plenty of buyers for 
Treasuries,” he said, adding that China is “free to do what they 
want to do.” An escalating tit-for-tat tariff war has fueled 
speculation that China could threaten to draw down its 
Treasury holdings, potentially sending yields higher and adding 
to volatility for the greenback. The country’s ownership of U.S. 
bonds, bills and notes slipped to a six-month low in July -- the 
latest data available -- just as the U.S.-China trade war was 

TOP SELECTED NEWSTOP SELECTED NEWSTOP SELECTED NEWS   
kicking off with the first round of U.S. tariffs on Chinese goods, 
and in-kind retaliation. The U.S. can ill-afford to see weaker 
demand for its debt from its major buyers. With budget deficits 
rising in coming years and tax cuts approved in December 
expected to hurt revenue, the Treasury has to sell more 
securities to pay the government’s expenses. Some observers 
have said a wide-scale sell-off is unlikely given that China has 
few alternatives to invest in. Mnuchin said no decision has 
been made over whether President Donald Trump will meet 
Chinese President Xi Jinping next month. White House 
economic adviser Larry Kudlow has said the leaders may meet 
at the Group of 20 meeting in Argentina from Nov. 30-Dec. 1.  

Trump threatens another round of China tariffs  

(Bloomberg) President Donald Trump threatened to impose 
another round of tariffs on China and warned that Chinese 
meddling in U.S. politics is a “bigger problem” than Russian 
involvement in the 2016 election. Asked in an interview with 
CBS’s “60 Minutes” whether he wants to push China’s 
economy into a depression, Trump said “no” before comparing 
the country’s stock-market losses since the tariffs first launched 
to those in 1929, the start of the Great Depression in the U.S. “I 
want them to negotiate a fair deal with us. I want them to open 
their markets like our markets are open,” Trump said in the 
interview that aired Sunday, while adding that more tariffs 
“might” be in the mix. So far, the U.S. has imposed three 
rounds of tariffs on Chinese imports totaling $250 billion, 
prompting China to retaliate against U.S. products. The 
president previously has threatened to hit virtually all Chinese 
imports with duties. 

Merkel faces fresh turmoil after historic Bavarian setback  

(Bloomberg) Chancellor Angela Merkel faces a new round of 
coalition turbulence after her Bavarian sister party dropped to a 
historic low in a regional election that exposed the scope of 
voter disaffection with Germany’s political establishment. The 
Christian Social Union’s loss of its absolute majority on Sunday 
threatens to reverberate through Merkel’s fractious 
government, already hampered by infighting after just seventh 
months in office. Merkel’s other coalition partner, the Social 
Democrats, fared even worse in the wealthy southern region, 
shedding half its support to place fifth. The Greens and the anti
-immigration AfD party were the main beneficiaries. After a 
summer of high-level brinkmanship in a series of crises that 
risked bringing down the government, all sides cited the sniping 
in Berlin as a factor in the CSU’s loss. At the center of the 
tension has been CSU party head and federal Interior Minister 
Horst Seehofer, who sought to shift the party to the right with 
his strident criticism of Merkel’s migration policies. 

U.S. import prices increase 0.5% on jump in fuel 

(Reuters) U.S. import prices jumped faster than expected in 
September amid resurgent energy prices but prices excluding 
fuels were unchanged. The Labor Department said on Friday 
import prices rose 0.5% last month. That was the largest 
increase since May and followed a revised 0.4% decrease in 
August. Import prices were previously reported to have fallen 
0.6% in August. In the 12 months through September, import 
prices rose 3.5% after a 3.8% increase in the 12 months 
through August. Last month, prices for imported fuels and 
lubricants rose 3.8%, the largest increase since May, after 
falling 2.2% in August. Food prices advanced 2% in September 
after rising 0.3% in the prior month. Excluding food and fuels, 
prices fell 0.1% in September. These so-called core prices fell 
0.2% in August and were down in July and June as well. The 
weakness in core import prices likely reflects ongoing dollar 
strength.  
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This document is for information purposes only and does not take account of the specific circumstances of any recipient. The information 
contained herein does not constitute the provision of investment advice. It is not intended to be and should not be construed as a 
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